Join

the Club

SITTING (Left to Right): Soozi Jones Walker, CCIM • Bobbi Miracle, CCIM
STANDING (Left to Right): Tom Naseef, CCIM • Tedd Rosenstein, CCIM • Devin Lee, CCIM • Cathy Jones, CCIM
Brian Sorrentino, CCIM • Andrew Levy, CCIM • Charlie Mack, CCIM
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By Doresa Banning

After Nevada’s economic downturn and resulting real estate crash had begun, Cindy Santilena,
a Las Vegas commercial real estate lender for small
businesses and entrepreneurs, was looking for a way to
highlight herself and her company when working with other
industry professionals during a struggling, competitive market.
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She decided to pursue a CCIM,
a prestigious certified commercial

investment

designa-

tion. With the financial support
of her firm, TMC Financing, she
finished the requirements just
last year. Already, she and her
company have gotten a return
on their investment just from
the referrals she’s received.

“It definitely gives you an
advantage. When you have
that experience, people are
going to go to you before they
go to the less experienced.”

Dedicated
Players Emerge
Because the requirements to
earn the CCIM designation are
challenging and extensive, necessitating a commitment of
time, effort, money and, often,
sacrifice, few choose to tackle
and complete them.

— Robin Civish

“It’s a very worthwhile en-

The educational mandate

deavor,” said Santilena, TMC’s

is 120 hours, including four

senior vice president of business

core courses and two online

development. “It helped me un-

courses, each followed by an

derstand real estate in a broader sense. It

those who’ve earned the CCIM title.

exam that must be passed. Together,

helped me learn how to work with commer-

This exclusive club in Southern Nevada

the courses cost about $6,500 to $7,000

cial broker partners better and understand

is only 68 people strong (out of roughly

plus any travel expenses to take courses

what they’re going through so I can assist

thousands of prospects). It consists of

elsewhere.

them to make transactions go smoothly.”

those who conduct transactions in the

“Just the caliber of the education

course of their work, primarily real estate

makes it an exclusive club. Some re-

brokers and lenders.

late it to getting an MBA in real estate

Santilena is one of a select group of
elite commercial real estate experts,

Burke Construction Group Celebrates 30 Years in Southern Nevada
Burke Construction Group is celebrating its 30th anniversary in 2014. With over 400 projects to its credit, Burke employs
more than 60 full-time construction staff and is responsible for over $100 million of construction work each year.
“The past 30 years have witnessed steady growth for Burke Construction and we are poised for another great year as
economic conditions improve.” said President & CEO Kevin Burke. “We are continuing to build a tremendous team to support our growth and look forward to being a part of the construction community for decades to come.”
Since 1984, Burke has completed a number of landmark construction projects in Southern Nevada, including the recent
LEED Platinum Certified Corn Creek Visitor Center; the new Vadatech Corporate Headquarters & Manufacturing Facility
and the Seven Hills Behavioral Institute. Other iconic projects include Cashman Equipment’s corporate headquarters, still
the largest LEED Gold Certified Office /Industrial project in the state of Nevada and the Mandarin Oriental Penthouses at
Project City Center.
Among its more recent projects in Las Vegas, Burke is building the Asurion Call Center and Temple Sinai Synagogue
Expansion projects. Construction will also begin in July for the new Summerlin Aquatic Center on behalf of the Howard
Hughes Corporation.
Over the past 30 years, Burke has become an integral part of the community by serving and contributing to various
community and local charitable organizations such as the Boy Scouts of America, KNPR – National Public Radio, NAIOP,
Communities in Schools, UNLV and many other local charitable organizations.
“Burke’s commitment to Southern Nevada is a reflection of our mission, vision and values as a good public partner and
steward of the community.” said Tony Dazzio, Chief Marketing / Governmental Affairs Officer. “We are proud to have created
a special bond with Southern Nevada over the past 30 years and we are excited to be a part of its growth and continued
development in the future.”
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NAIOP

or commercial real estate,” said Ryan
Martin, CCIM, senior vice president of
Colliers International, Las Vegas office,
who specializes in office leasing and

SPECIAL REPORT

sales.

October 2014

There’s more. CCIM candidates also
must achieve a certain amount of com-

I

mercial real estate transactions, which they

n October of this year, Nevada Business Magazine
will publish a special report for NAIOP (National
Association of Industrial and Office Properties). The
report will profile the Southern Nevada chapter, its
leadership and initiatives.
The special report will be included in the full run
of the October 2014 magazine, where it will reach
over 82,000 business decision-makers statewide. In
addition, the stand-alone magazine will be distributed
to leaders in the commercial real estate industry
throughout the year.

then must detail in a portfolio they submit
for review. If adequate, they then take a final comprehensive test at one of the two
annual, national CCIM conventions.
“That’s where this particular organization sets itself apart from others,” added
Martin, who obtained his CCIM in 2006.
“You can’t just be somebody who spent
some money and time. You have to have
real world experience as part of it. It nat-

Contact an account
representative for further details.

urally kind of creates this barrier to entry
that creates that elite status.”
The program typically takes someone

nevadabusiness.com

Call 702.267.6327

an average of four years to finish, but
some, like Adam Gregory, finish more
quickly. This vice president of CommCap
Advisors, a commercial mortgage banking firm, earned his CCIM in nine months
in 2008.
“Being age 26 in the business, I needed all the help I could to show that I could
compete with the guys already working
for 20-plus years,” Gregory said. “People who know CCIM know it’s not just
four letters after your name.”
Chris Richardson took 13 months to
get his CCIM, finishing in 2012. Richardson is vice president of the Las Vegas
commercial real estate company, The
Equity Group, which focuses primarily
on investment sales and retail leasing.
He wanted to expand his knowledge and
work at the level at which other CCIMs
did.
“Once you reach that plateau and get
that designation, it does feel like you’re
in that club, like you’ve made it,” Richardson said.

JULY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Leadership
Officers
2014 President
Cathy Jones, CCIM, CPA

Immediate Past President
Brian Sorrentino, CCIM

President-Elect

Secretary/Treasurer

Robin Civish, CCIM

Jarrad Katz, CCIM

Directors & Chairs
Katrina Bruce

Adam Gregory, CCIM

Richard B. Lybbert, CCIM

Cindy Santilena, CCIM

Chapter Administrator

Director

Legislative Affairs Chair

Director

Robin Civish, CCIM

Soozi Jones Walker, CCIM

Ryan Martin, CCIM, SIOR

Brian Sorrentino, CCIM

Education Chair

Carol Cline-Ong, CCIM, RPA
Candidate Guidance Chair

Phillip Dunning, CCIM
Director

Scholarship Chair

Eric J. Larkin, CCIM
Newsletter Director

David A. Lipp, CCIM
Sponsorship Chair

Designation Chair

Membership Chair

Bobbi Miracle, CCIM
Director

Hayim Mizrachi, CCIM
Director

Past Presidents
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2013 | Brian Sorrentino, CCIM

2006 | Jan Hoback, CCIM

1996 | Charlie Mack, CCIM

2012 | Ryan Martin, CCIM

2005 | Soozi Jones Walker, CCIM, SIOR

1995 | Jack A. Rappaport, CCIM

2011 | Bobbi Miracle, CCIM

2004 | E. Thomas Naseef, CCIM, SIOR

1993-1994 | Soozi Jones Walker, CCIM, SIOR

2010 | Carol Cline-Ong, CCIM

2003 | Lucinda Stanley, CCIM, CPM

1992 | William A. Gayler, CCIM

2009 | Tedd Rosenstein, CCIM

2001-2002 | Andrew S. Levy, CCIM, CPM

1991 | Charlie Mack, CCIM

2008 | Devin Lee

1999-2000 | Philip Robbins

1990 | Barry R. Moore, CCIM

2007 | Miriam Campos-Root, CCIM

1997-1998 | Stephen J. Hoopes, CCIM, GRI

1988-1989 | Connie Bobo, CCIM
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External Recognition
To individuals outside the CCIM organization who are in the know, the designation holds weight, as they recognize
designees have both knowledge and
experience. “CCIM” creates a solid first
impression, which often is relayed via an
e-mail or website.
“Just having that CCIM behind my name
gives me some instant credibility. It shows
I’m doing what I can to educate myself
and serve them the way they need to be
served,” said Robin Civish, CCIM, Las
Vegas-based senior associate with Voit
Real Estate Services. Civish chose to obtain a CCIM when she was transitioning
from property management to brokerage
work and wanted to better understand the
business. She received it in 2009.
Martin, too, says the credential gave
him instant credibility and exposure even
though he was a newbie to the industry,
right out of college.
“I looked at this tool as something I
could obtain through some experience

WINE SOIRÉE

and education and provide a little bit
more credibility to myself being so young
in the industry,” he said.
Because of the pedigree, clients often gravitate toward CCIMs to represent
them.
“It definitely gives you an advantage,”
Civish said. “When you have that experience, people are going to go to you
before they go to the less experienced,”
said Civish, the local CCIM chapter’s
president-elect and member of the education and wine event committees.
The designation also opens doors to

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 9, 2014
5:30pm - 8:30pm

Cili Restaurant
Bali Hai Golf Course
5160 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Dress In Western Wear
Registration Deadline Friday, September 26, 2014

702.798.5156

larger deals.
“With that elite status, you do somewhat command that sort of clientele,”
Martin said. “You may be reviewed with
other peers such as yourself, but you’re
being invited to the table because automatically you’re viewed from the outside

PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE SOUTHERN NEVADA CCIM
EDUCATION FUND & JOHN S. PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

as one of these elites.”
JULY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Consider us first.
First American Title Insurance Company
National Commercial Services
2500 Paseo Verde Pkwy., Suite 120
Henderson, NV 89074
Phone: 702.731.4131
First American, the eagle logo, First American Title, and firstam.com are registered
trademarks or trademarks of First American Financial Corporation and/or its affiliates.
©2014 First American Financial Corporation and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. q NYSE: FAF
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Professional Benefits
CCIMs tend to refer among themselves
and when they need an industry professional outside the region, they generally reach out to another CCIM. They
enjoy working with one another, too. In
one case, Las Vegas CCIM Cathy Jones
found a CCIM broker in North Carolina
with whom to co-list a property there.
She felt comfortable working with him

One Nevada Credit Union

and was confident the market information he provided was accurate.
“When I’m working with a CCIM on a
transaction, it tends to go much more
smoothly than when I’m not. They’re

One Nevada Credit Union has been serving its
75,000 member-owners since 1950. Members can
access our services through our 16 office locations in Las Vegas, Reno and Pahrump, as well
as through 46,000 AllPoint ATM’s worldwide and
smart phone apps for your mobile device. Just
this past spring, the Las Vegas Review Journal
readers voted One Nevada the Best Bank/Credit
Union for 2014.

Michael

Zufelt
One Nevada
Credit Union

In 2004, we added Member Business Loans
to the menu of lending products offered, which
already include consumer loans, auto loans and
mortgages. The primary focus of the Member
Business lending program is to provide permanent financing for commercial real estate prop-

erties. Our program provides financing for various commercial property
types including industrial, retail, office and multi-family properties. Some
more specialized properties such as self-storage units and day care centers can also be financed. We provide financing for the acquisition or refinance of owner-occupied real estate as well as single tenant and multiple
tenant investment properties.
Our loan terms typically range from 5 to 10 years with loan sizes ranging
from $1 to $5 million dollars and we offer these loans at very competitive
interest rates. Unlike many commercial real estate loans available on the
market today, our loans do not have a pre-payment penalty and all of our
loans are processed and approved locally.
An experienced One Nevada Member Business Lending team member
is looking forward to visiting with you about your commercial real estate
financing needs.

professional in how they’re dealing with
their clients, and they know what they’re
doing,” said the owner/broker of Sun
Commercial Real Estate Inc., a brokerage firm doing a variety of sales and
leasing but whose niche is investment
sales.
There’s an immediate bond between
CCIMs, forged by the understanding of
what each other has gone through to
obtain the designation and what professional level they operate at. CCIMs
know that other CCIMs are committed
to the industry and uphold the highest
ethics.
Southern Nevada’s CCIMs are part
of a local chapter. This approximately

200-member

group

encompasses

designees—those with a CCIM; candidates—those working toward a CCIM;
other brokers and lenders who aren’t
pursuing a CCIM; and those to whom a
CCIM doesn’t apply as they don’t conduct transactions in their work.
Along with lenders and brokers, the
local

group

encompasses

bankers,

leasing professionals, investment counselors, asset managers, appraisers,
corporate real estate executives, property managers, developers, institutional
investors, attorneys and other associated professionals.
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dent’s Cup, the ultimate honor. Winning

“There is a lot of respect and
acknowledgement that comes with
it when you have those credentials.
I definitely think it’s worth the time
invested to go get it.”
— Ryan Martin

chapters are chosen
for the work they’ve
done over the year
and new programs
they’ve

instituted.

Last year, the chapter

took

second

place and the three
preceding

years,

first place.
“I think some of
the other chapters
The local chapter is under the um-

were getting tired of Southern Nevada,”

brella of the national CCIM Institute but

said Martin, who is a past president (un-

operates independently of it. This U.S.

der him, the chapter took first place) and

network consists of about 5,000 desig-

currently a director and designation pro-

nees; the global network, about 13,000.

motion committee co-chair.

Designees have access to this expansive

As the current chapter president,

network through the directory—”Find a

Jones is benefitting from interacting na-

Professional”—and MailBridge, a global

tionally as well as locally.

intranet.

“There is a lot going on at the national

Some local CCIMs, like Martin, even

CCIM Institute level and a lot of oppor-

have done deals on referrals from out-

tunities to grow my business further if I

side America. While serving as presi-

can get more active and involved at that

dent of the local chapter in 2012, he

higher level,” she said.

met someone from Taiwan at the local

Supporting the president are the direc-

convention, in Nevada that year, whose

tors and committees. Only designees can

family owned a 100,000-plus-square-

fill the chapter’s board and certain com-

foot building in Las Vegas. The tenant

mittee chair positions, giving them the

was looking to either renew or vacate

opportunity to become further involved

and potentially move outside the market.

and solidify their network. Through these

Martin and the client were able to secure

roles, CCIMs also develop solid friend-

the tenant for another five years.

ships and working relationships.

“It was one of the largest real estate

“The fact the chapter is not only

transactions in Nevada, frankly, in terms

growing, but thriving, is a testament to

of size and employment (800 workers)

the people here,” said Santilena, a di-

and an important transaction in that par-

rector on the education and wine event

ticular time and down market,” Martin

committees.

said. “It all stemmed from a relationship
through CCIM.”

Internal Spotlight

Competitive Chapter

rewards its designees, recently imple-

The CCIM chapter recognizes and

Local CCIMs want their chapter to be,

menting new ways to do so. Candidates

not only successful, but also superior.

are pinned when they become CCIMs.

The nation’s chapters compete against

Some mixers are devoted to designees

other markets of their size for the Presi-

and sponsors, companies that have
JULY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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The School of
the Elite ...
CI 101

Financial Analysis for Commercial Investment Real Estate
This class serves as an introduction to the CCIM Cash Flow Model. Learn to apply the CCIM
Cash Flow Model to make investment decisions based on wise investment fundamentals.

CI 102

Market Analysis for Commercial Investment Real Estate
It isn’t possible to make intelligent real estate decisions without learning about the CCIM Strategic Analysis Model for investors, lenders, developers, brokers and other real estate professionals. Learn how financial analysis and market analysis are two separate, yet completely interrelated components of the strategic analysis process.

CI 103

User Decision Analysis for Commercial Investment Real Estate
This class incorporates the CCIM Decision-Making Model into all case studies. Begin to develop
the practice of applying the CCIM Communications/Negotiations Model to all real estate decisions with a focus on using this Model in interest-based negotiations.

CI 104

Investment Analysis for Commercial Investment Real Estate
Similar to other courses, CI 104 is case-study driven. Learn about key investor decisions within
each case study and gain knowledge, tools, and resources needed to make the right decisions.

Online Ethics Course
This course, which is required for all candidates pursuing the CCIM designation, provides relevant information about the CCIM Code and Standards of Practice of the CCIM Institute.

Interest Based Negotiation: Preparing to Negotiate
and Advanced Negotiations Workshops
These interactive workshops introduce a proven negotiations process using the CCIM Interestbased Negotiations Model.
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sponsored one or more CCIMs or the
chapter. Designees’ recent transactions
are highlighted in the bi-monthly newsletter and at the luncheons. New desig-

“WELL DONE IS BETTER
THAN WELL SAID.”
						

—BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

nees receive swag, such as shirts and
other merchandise containing the CCIM
logo.
“We’re trying to promote the current
designees to the best of our ability and

RESULTS BASED, ACTION-ORIENTED, NO-NONSENSE
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS
READY TO GET THE JOB DONE.

the transactions they’re doing,” said
Gregory, a director and designation promotion committee co-chair.

Club Activities
The Southern Nevada chapter is ac-

Chris
Richardson, CCIM
P 702.369.4300 ext. 107
C 702.580.0455
E crichardson@teglv.com

SPECIALIZING IN

INVESTMENT
SALES &
LEASING

tive with monthly luncheons and other
events, like its annual poker tournament and wine tasting soiree. The educational luncheons have evolved from
one speaker to a multi-guest panel,
and topics are ones members care
about. Recent panels have focused on
land, multi-family residential, retail and

Jason
Otter
P 702.369.4300 ext. 113
C 702.235.6418
E jotter@teglv.com
6018 S. Durango Dr. | Suite 110 | Las Vegas, NV 89113 | 702.369.4300 | www.teglv.com

healthcare.
“We like to hear from the experts in
the different product types because the
market is always changing. I like to keep
the topics relevant to the current trends
in our community,” said Phillip Dunning,
CCIM, a director and programs committee chair. Dunning is a senior associate
with Colliers International’s Las Vegas
office.
With continuing education a focus of
the chapter, core and additional classes,
oftentimes in the form of webinars, are
provided and at a discount for designees. Some recent classes include Understanding Argus, Disposition Analysis
and Financial Analysis Using Excel.
“If you want to serve your clients, you
need to use every tool available,” Civish

Whether you are planning full scale Retail, Industrial or Big Box Distribution
Centers, developing Offices or Restaurants, constructing Warehouses
or Showrooms; discover “Building From Your Point of View” with
L M Construction’s Design Build Team, unlimited options abound, where
your vision becomes reality and accelerated schedules bring lower costs.

said. “The CCIM tools and courses make
you a better broker.”
CCIMs also have available to them an
array of tools to help them do their jobs.
A favorite is Site To Do Business, a resource for commercial real estate data,
JULY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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including location knowledge, market
information and trends, which encompasses mapping, demographics, analytical and other business tools—templates,
marketing materials, spreadsheets and
more. Some of what’s offered is available
only to designees via access through the
“For Designees Only” tab on the national
CCIM Institute website.
“Some people will join just to have access to that technology,” said Richardson, a designation promotion committee
member.

Whole-hearted
Recommendation
Most, if not all, local CCIMs recommend others pursue the designation and
join the club. As Santilena said, “It’s hard
to see why you wouldn’t do it.”
Martin echoes the sentiment. “I would

Strategic Alliances
One of the ways in which CCIM provides value for its membership is through
several strategic alliances in Southern Nevada. By partnering with other organizations and companies in the community, CCIM members are able to take advantage of a broad local network to promote their deals and clients.
•

Commercial Alliance Las Vegas (CALV) is a non-profit organization managed
by the Greater Las Vegas Association of REALTORS. As a partner to CCIM,
the organization has come alongside to support CCIM membership. One of the
ways in which CALV does this is by working with CCIM leadership to lobby for
important legislation on behalf of the organization. In addition, CALV is a platinum level sponsor of CCIM and supports the organization through education.

•

absolutely encourage anyone who sees
commercial real estate as their career
to definitely consider it, whether it’s to
just take the 101 class or go all the way
and get your designation,” Martin said.
“There are a lot of perks. There are a lot
of benefits. There is a lot of respect and
acknowledgement that comes with it
when you have those credentials. I definitely think it’s worth the time invested to
go get it.”
Richardson, perhaps, sums it up best. “I
like being in the club,” he said. “It’s nice to
be able to talk that lingo. It’s nice to be able
to feel that sense of accomplishment.”

The Southern Nevada community is an important partner for CCIM and as
such, the organization has set up the Southern Nevada CCIM Education
Fund to give back to the community. The fund is used to support the John
S. Park elementary school and half of the proceeds from the organization’s
annual wine soirée are donated to the fund.

•

In addition to the organizations already mentioned, CCIM has cultivated a
vast network of sponsors and supporters throughout the years. Each sponsor plays an important role in ensuring that CCIM members are able to take
advantage of key relationships.

Contact
For more information about
the resources CCIM offers and
for a list of the members, visit
chapters.ccim.com/southernnevada.
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Now More Than Ever...
Some Things in Life
Demand Total Expertise
The CCIM Network represents a diverse group of commercial real estate professionals that
reflect multiple disciplines within the industry, including leasing, appraisal, commercial brokerage,
investments, property management, lending/mortgage banking, legal and development.
Site Selection | Development | Brokerage | Leasing
Valuation | Lending | Investment Analysis

E XPERTS

IN

COMMERCIAL

Local CCIM
Designees

Anne Alba
Sharon E. Beesley
Susan Borst
Melissa Campanella
Jeff Chain
Donald K. Chism
Robin Civish
Carol Cline-Ong
Garry Cuff
Sean Deson
Mollie E. Doyle
Thomas A. Drescher
Michael R. Dunn
Phillip Dunning
Mohammed Ehson
Alan D. Erickson
Sandy Fink
Marlene Fujita-Winkel
Robert Gardner
Frank P. Gatski
Adam Edward Gregory
Lennard Grodzinsky

INVESTMENT

Terry L. Hamilton
Andy Hantges
Michael Hillis
Jan Hoback
Robyn Hogan
Cathy A. Jones
Soozi Jones-Walker
Jarrad Katz
Eric Larkin
Devin Lee
Jason Todd Lesley
Meaghan Levy
Andrew S. Levy
David Lipp
Michael J. Longi
Richard B. Lybbert
Charlie Mack
Ryan J. Martin
Christopher G. McGarey
Bobbi Miracle
Jeff Mitchell
Derek M. Miyano

RE AL

ESTATE

Hayim Mizrachi
Barry R. Moore
E. Thomas Naseef
Ron L. Opfer
Michael L. Pearce
Jack A. Rappaport
Robert Reel
Bridget Richards
Chris Richardson
Tedd B. Rosenstein
Christina Roush
Cindy Santilena
Stacy Scheer
Marsha Slotten
Brian Sorrentino
Lucinda Stanley
David P. Strickland
Michael A. Tabeek
Gene Trowbridge, Esq.
Alfred Twainy
James Weld
Jack Woodcock

To contact a CCIM expert in your market,
16

call 702-798-5156 or visit www.ccim.com
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